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A young woman travels alone to a remote island to uncover a past she never knew was
hers in this thrilling modern ghost story When a mysterious letter lands in Hallie
James's mailbox, her life is upended. Hallie was raised by her loving father, having
been told her mother died in a fire decades earlier. But it turns out that her mother,
Madlyn, was alive until very recently. Why would Hallie's father have taken her away
from Madlyn? What really happened to her family thirty years ago? In search of
answers, Hallie travels to the place where her mother lived, a remote island in the
middle of the Great Lakes. The stiff islanders fix her first with icy stares and then
unabashed amazement as they recognize why she looks so familiar, and Hallie quickly
realizes her family's dark secrets are enmeshed in the history of this strange place. But
not everyone greets her with such a chilly reception—a coffee-shop owner and the
family's lawyer both warm to Hallie, and the possibility of romance blooms. And then
there's the grand Victorian house bequeathed to her—maybe it's the eerie atmosphere
or maybe it's the prim, elderly maid who used to work for her mother, but Hallie just
can't shake the feeling that strange things are starting to happen . . . In The Tale of
Halcyon Crane, Wendy Webb has created a haunting story full of delicious thrills,
vibrant characters, and family secrets.
Perspectives in Lexicology and Corpus Linguistics offers an introduction to words and
corpus linguistics. From this foundation it explores the much wider issues that are
inevitably raised but somehow marginalized in lexicology (the study of words) and
corpus linguistics: how are individual words integrated into language? What are the real
benefits of studying the large quantities of text now available in corpora? How do we
best conceptualize meaning itself?>
Seven years ago, Brandon Hastings and Katie Raymond had a relationship that other
couples envied. They loved each other more than anything, but one lie ruined their
relationship forever. Now, Brandon is the CEO of the company that Katie works for and
she is finding it hard to be around him without wanting to touch him and be touched by
him. Katie gives in to one moment of weakness with Brandon, and he reveals a secret
that breaks her heart once again. Katie is determined that she will not let Brandon
break her again and they go back in forth in a mouse and cat game that has them both
wondering what's really going on. Just when Katie thinks she can take no more, one
more secret is revealed that will make her question everything she ever thought she
knew about Brandon Hastings.
Makoto's doting sister Tsubaki finds out that Makoto hasn't kept his secret from Ito! She
threatens to tell Makoto's father unless Makoto and Ito's homeroom can win a school
competition. Then Makoto accompanies the entire Miura household to their ancestral
home to meet Ito's eccentric, sharp-witted grandmother. Little does Ito know that her
past will catch up with her there...literally! -- VIZ Media
Indulge in your favorite hue (or two!) with fabric designer Jessica Levitt. Bright and bold
quilt blocks pair same-color prints with strong solids for depth and lots of personality.
Stitch random-width strips to a muslin base for a planned approach to improv. Giantsize blocks join together like a fun puzzle, forming a graphic secondary pattern when
you piece the quilt top!
Charlene Ann Baumbich hilariously compares her experience with humility to being on
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the receiving end of a series of juicy, gooey, rocket-launched pies from heaven. She
explodes the myths of humility and answers our ticklish questions: Does humility show?
Is there fun after humility? What is false humility? How does God teach us humility?
173 pages, paper
[View other cover designs by searching the Series Title.] Tablets, notebooks, PDAs and
phones are not convenient during a meeting. Use this blank meeting notebook to plan
meetings and quickly record the pertinent details during the gathering. 150+ pgs. With
60% gray lines for writing guides. Also includes: blank field title page to fill in 3-page
blank table of contents Date, Time, Location, Attendees, Agenda, Notes and more per
fully page numbered main matter HIGH GLOSS FINISH for extra protection on the go
See other cover designs also available from "N.D. Author Sevices" [NDAS] in its
multiple series of 600, 365 and 150 page Journals, Notebooks, Grid Notebooks, Blank
Books, etc.
Aspiring jewelry designer Maria Santos, proud but poor, has come to Aristo to win a
royal commission. Cold, calculating Prince Alexandros Karedes masterfully beds Maria,
thinking she's only sleeping with him to save her business. So when Alexandros
discovers Maria is pregnant, he assumes it's on purpose. She'll never be a suitable
wife—but she's perfect mistress material. What will it take for this billionaire prince to
realize he's falling for his pregnant mistress?
Les Marees Terrestres
Many people are longing to find the footprint of God in their daily lives. This beautiful
daily companion is comprised of 365 selections of scripture, commentary, meditations,
and daily exercises to help readers see how they can bring their entire life into a life
with Immanuel - a God who is with his people. In Richard Foster?s best-selling book,
Celebration of Discipline, he explored the "classic disciplines," or central spiritual
practices of the Christian faith. Foster showed that it is only by and through these
practices that the true path to spiritual growth can be found. In A Year with God, the
spiritual disciplines are presented in such a way that does not destroy the soul but
enables the reader to enter into a transforming life with God. Through daily spiritual
exercises and meditations, A Year with God explores eighteen spiritual disciplines. The
inward disciplines of meditation, prayer, fasting, and study offer avenues of personal
examination and change. The outward disciplines of simplicity, solitude, submission,
and service help prepare one to make the world a better place. The corporate
disciplines of confession, worship, guidance, and celebration bring one nearer to others
and to God. Each discipline will be given twenty days of readings, beginning with
scripture and followed by commentary, a meditation, and a spiritual exercise. Practicing
these spiritual disciplines will help readers live intentionally, contributing to a more
balanced spiritual life and a reformation of the inner self.
This atlas presents technical information for professionals who process and use
temperate or tropical timber. It combines the main technical characteristics of 283
tropical species and 17 species from temperate regions most commonly used in Europe
with their primary uses.
Written with an example-based approach, Building UIs with Wijmo leads you step by
step through the implementation and customization of each library component and its
associated resources. Reference tables of each configuration option, method, and
event for each component are provided, alongside detailed explanations of how each
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widget is used.Building UIs with Wijmo is targeted at readers who are familiar with
HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and jQuery, and have a basic understanding of web
development. Although knowledge of jQuery UI is not mandatory, it would be a bonus
as it is quite similar to Wijmo. Only the last chapter of the book on extending Wijmo
requires advanced CSS and JavaScript knowledge.
Ray Lilly is living on borrowed time. He’s the driver for Annalise Powliss, a high-ranking
member of the Twenty Palace Society, a group of sorcerers devoted to hunting down
and executing rogue magicians. But because Ray betrayed her once, Annalise is
looking for an excuse to kill him–or let someone else do the job. Unfortunately for both
of them, Annalise’s next mission goes wrong, leaving her critically injured. With the
little magic he controls, Ray must complete her assignment alone. Not only does he
have to stop a sorcerer who’s sacrificing dozens of innocent lives in exchange for
supernatural power, he must find–and destroy–the source of that inhuman magic.
BONUS: This edition contains excerpts from Harry Connolly's Game of Cages and
Twenty Palaces.
This is a book about structures that shows students how to "see" structures as integral
to architecture, and how knowledge of structures is the basis for understanding both the
mechanical and conceptual aspects inherent to the art of building. Analyzing the
structural principles behind many of the best known works of architecture from past and
present alike, this book places the subject within a contemporary context. The subject
matter is approached in a qualitative and discursive manner, and is illustrated by many
photographs of architectural projects and structural behaviour diagrams. This new
edition is revised and updated throughout, includes worked-out examples, and is
perfect as either an introductory structures course text or as a designer’s sourcebook
for inspiration.
If you are a robot enthusiast who wants to quickly get the most out of Lego Mindstorms EV3,
this is the book for you. Prior programming experience is useful to get the most out of this
book, but not necessary.
*An Amazon Number One Bestseller in Dark Fantasy, Gothic Romance and Vampire Romance
* All three books in the DARK GUARDIANS FANTASY SERIES are now available. Book I:
Cruxim (You are Never Alone) Book II: Creche (Know Thyself) Creed III: Creed (All Things
Know Where they Belong) A MYSTERIOUS, MYTHOLOGICAL PAST Amedeo is Cruxim, an
enigmatic, immortal fallen angel who knows little about his dark past apart from a curious
prophecy and an unremitting lust for blood. Destined to seek redemption as a vampire hunter,
he nourishes his insatiable blood lust on the undead. But when the object of his erotic passion,
the novice nun Joslyn, is turned into a vampire and enters a coven, Amedeo's worlds collide.
Shattered by the loss of his beloved, the dark hunter vows to wage an epic battle to rid the
world of nosferatu once and for all, even if it destroys his vampire romance with Josyln, and
even Joslyn herself. A DARK QUEST FOR A DARK ANGEL Joining dark angel Amedeo on his
mission to decimate the undead is Sabine. As passionate, headstrong, romantic and immortal
as she is, she is also half-woman, half-lioness. As a Sphinx—a winged guardian once believed
to be a myth—she has protected mortals from vampires since sin saw mortals evicted from the
Garden of Eden. Yet Sabine comes to the battle pursued by her own enemies. Archaeologist
Dr. Claus Gandler has learned the secret of Sabine's past and has vowed to torment her for
eternity or find a way to destroy this dark huntress forever. IMMORTAL EVER AFTER?
Captured and tortured by the evil doctor, Amedeo and Sabine are paraded as sideshow freaks
in Gandler's Circus of Curiosities, a travelling freak show. Only vampire Joslyn has the power
to intercede. Will she prove this dark angel's redemption, or his destruction? Set in 18th
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Century Europe, this epic saga of forbidden love plays out amid a mighty battle of good against
evil, fallen angel against nosferatu devil, and reason against madness in an adventure fantasy
series a critic from Literary R&R described as "like the next Anne Rice series. There's a love
story alongside some pretty gruesome and evil stuff " and others have called "compelling ...
dark, visceral and not for the squeamish.”
Superb step-by-step guide enables even beginners to create beautiful lace according to ageold technique. Edgings, doilies, squares, petals, picots, more. Projects graded, simple to
advanced. 249 illustrations. Bibliography.
In haiku, pantoums, two-part poems, snippets, and rhymes, Mrs. Merz's class puts together a
book of poems of apology, which includes writings on such topics as crushes, overbearing
parents, loving and losing pets, and fighting with siblings.
Edited by Jarg Schellmann. Essays by Dierk Stemmler, Joan Rothfuss, Jarg Schellmann and
Peter Nisbet. Afterword by James Cuno and Kathy Halbreich.
Josh Jones realizes his family isn't typical, but it's the only life he's ever known. Aunt Lou,
Gramps, Uncle Charlie, Grandpa--they all have shaped the young man he has become. But as
he grows into manhood, Josh begins to face important questions about life, love, and faith.
Three million books sold in the series!
It is the wedding the world thought would never happen - two of Greece's oldest feuding
families to finally unite. But the marriage is not as it seems. Alesia has been bought by
Sebastian. Now all he wants is a child to bind the feuding families. Little does he know that is
somthing Alesia would never give him.

Presents a concise survey of lexicology. This book surveys the study of words,
providing an overview of basic issues in defining and understanding the word as a unit
of language. It also examines the history of lexicology, the evolution of dictionaries and
developments in the field. It is of interest to undergraduate students of linguistics.
Advances in forensic odontology have led to improvements in dental identification for
individual cases as well as in disaster victim identification (DVI). New and updated
technologies mean advances in bitemark analysis and age estimation. Growth in the
field has strengthened missing persons’ networks leading to more and faster
identifications of unidentified individuals. A product of the American Society of Forensic
Odontology, the Manual of Forensic Odontology, Fifth Edition provides comprehensive
and up-to-date information involving all facets of forensic dentistry and explores critical
issues relating to the scientific principles supporting the field’s evaluations and
conclusions. New information in the Fifth Edition includes Scientific principles and the
need for more and better research in the field Oral and maxillofacial radiographic
features of forensic interest Forensic pathology and its ties to forensic odontology New
techniques and improved technologies for age estimation Advances in bitemark
evidence management Animal bitemarks National and international forensic dental
organizations Tips for becoming involved in forensic odontology The manual has been
an important source of forensic dentistry information for more than 20 years. This new
edition is edited by a past president of the American Board of Forensic Odontology and
a past Chair of the Odontology Section of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences.
Expanded and enhanced with extensive color illustrations, this volume is designed to
provide essential information based on sound scientific principles for experienced
forensic odontologists and for those new to the discipline.
Speeches of a former federal minister, arranged by topic.
Go ahead and indulge in those irresistible 5" precut fabric squares. You've just
discovered 10 different ways to show them off! These quilts look terrific in a variety of
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colors and give you lots of choices for small, quick gifts, plus a few larger ones.
Traces the history of earth moving equipment, looks at cable excavators, mining
shovels and draglines, walking draglines, and hydraulic backhoes, and discusses the
manufacture of large excavation equipment
This widely adopted text explores key theories and models that frame reading
instruction and research. Readers learn why theory matters in designing and
implementing high-quality instruction and research; how to critically evaluate the
assumptions and beliefs that guide their own work; and what can be gained by looking
at reading through multiple theoretical lenses. For each theoretical model, classroom
applications are brought to life with engaging vignettes and teacher reflections.
Research applications are discussed and illustrated with descriptions of exemplary
studies. New to This Edition *Current developments in theory, research, and
instructional practices. *Useful pedagogical features in every chapter: framing
questions, discussion ideas, and learning activities. *Classroom applications give
increased attention to English language learners and technology integration. *Coverage
of additional theories (Third Space Theory) and theorists (Bakhtin and Bourdieu).
Now that you’ve bought that amazing Sony NEX-6, you need a book that goes beyond
a tour of the camera’s features to show you exactly how to take great pictures. With
Sony NEX-6: From Snapshots to Great Shots, you get the perfect blend of photography
instruction and camera reference that will take your images to the next level. Beautifully
illustrated with large, vibrant photos, this book teaches you how to take control of your
photography to get the image you want every time you pick up the camera. Follow
along with your friendly and knowledgeable guide, pro photographer Jerod Foster, and
you will: Set up fast and learn the top ten things about shooting with the Sony NEX-6
Understand the photographic basics of composition, focus, and depth of field Learn all
the best tricks and techniques for getting great action shots, landscapes, and portraits
Find out how to create images in low light Use the HD video capability for recording
memorable live action Fully grasp all the concepts and techniques as you go, with
assignments at the end of every chapter And once you’ve captured the shot, show it
off! Join the book’s Flickr group, share your photos, and discuss how you use your
camera at flickr.com/groups/sonynex6_fromsnapshotstogreatshots.

This is bad, bad, bad...!! I'm being utterly contaminated by the island!! Miwa and
Tama leave the island on their middle-school class trip...! While the girls are
away, handsome young calligrapher Seishuu Handa attempts his first island
broadcast, helps Kuroshi (formerly Hiroshi) prepare for an interview, and
completely neglects his calligraphy! And in the middle of all this bustle comes the
sudden appearanceof an ambulance?! The eighth volume of this heartwarming
island comedy is full of bittersweet persimmons, souvenirs, and good-byes!
Fully revised and updated in 2003 to take into account changes in legislation and
best practice. Cranes are some of the most widely operated items of plant on
construction sites. But, if misused, they can cause serious harm. This guide gives
a thorough step-by-step breakdown of the thought processes involved to ensure
that a crane remains stable at all times. It gives information on the various factors
which you should consider when planning the use on site of both mobile and
tower cranes, including type and choice of crane, loading cases, ground
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conditions and foundation details. Diagrams, symbols, tables and checklists
enhance the text throughout. The guide also includes references to other topical
material on the subject, while a number of accident case studies, with dramatic
photographs, alert readers to the dos and don'ts of crane use.
The new FileMaker 12 allows you to build unparalleled databases for a wide
variety of devices, from Windows and Mac desktops to iPhones and iPad. With
10 million registered customers, FileMaker's users are "average Joes" who are
knowledge workers, subject matter experts, and business users from all walks of
life. The community extends well beyond the pool of professional software
developers. FileMaker's legendary ease-of-use has led to its wide adoption and
has allowed non-programmers an avenue into creating sophisticated software
solutions. FileMaker 12 Developer’s Reference will serve to help bridge the gaps
in these people's understanding of FileMaker's hundreds of calculation functions,
script steps, and operations. They know FileMaker, they've used it for years, but
they need a quick reference, immediately accessible while not interrupting their
work on screen. There is no other book like this on the market. All FileMaker
books include information on calculation formulas, scripting, etc., but none have
expressly focused on giving readers one simple thing: a quick reference to be
used in conjunction with their programming efforts. Some books teach, others
explain, still others explore specific in-depth topics. This book will appeal to the
entire FileMaker Pro community and be a great extension of their library. This
edition is updated for the many new features coming with FileMaker 12, including
the product's design functionality and the file format, and a new section dedicated
to FileMaker Go, which is the iOS client.
Industrie minéraleExcavatorsBlandford
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